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To all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that I, JULIUS SGHIPKOWSKY, a 
citizen of the United States, residing atSouth 
Milwaukee, in the county of Milwaukee and 
State of Wisconsin, have invented a new and 
useful Hat and Coat Rack, of which the follow 
ing is a speci?cation. 

This invention relates to improvements in 
hat and coat racks. 
The object of the present invention is to im 

prove the construction of hat and coat racks 
and to provide a simple, inexpensive, and e?i 
cient one designed to receive a number of coats 
and hats and adapted to support the same in 
dependently of each other, so that there will 
be no liability of knocking down a hat or hats 
when removing a coat. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a hat and coat rack adapted to support a 
mirror and capable of enabling a number of 
hats and coats to be placed on it without ob 
structing the view of or hiding the mirror. 
The invention also has for its object to pro 

vide a hat and coat rack which may be com 
pactly folded for shipping and storing. 
Also it is an object of the invention to enable 

a plurality of hooks to be adjustably support 
ed and to prevent the hooks from becoming 
accidentally separated from the supporting 
means and at the same time to permit a ready 
removal of the hooks when desired. 
With these and other objects in view the in 

vention consists in the construction and novel 
combination and arrangement of parts herein 
after fully described, illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings, and pointed out in the 
claims hereto appended, it being understood 
that various changes in the form, proportion, 
size, and minor details of construction within 
the scope of the claims may be resorted to 
without departing from the spirit or sacri?c~ 
ing any of the advantages of the invention. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective 
View of a hat and coat rack constructed in ac 
cordance with this invention. Fig. 2 is a ver 
tical sectional view of the same. Fig. 3 is a 
perspective view, the hat and coat rack being 
folded. Fig. 4 is a transverse sectional view 
of the same. Fig. 5 is a detail perspective view 
of one of the upper end brackets. Fig. 6 is a 
similar view of one of the lower end brackets. 
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a hat and coat 
rack, illustrating a modi?cation of the inven 
tion, the mirror being omitted. Fig. 8 is a 

perspective view of'one of the end brackets of 
the hat and coat rack shown in Fig. 7 . Figs. 
9 and 10 are detail views of hook-supporting 
bars‘. Figs. 11 and 12 are similar views of 
hooks for engaging the same. Fig. 13 is a sec 
tional view illustrating another modi?cation 
of the invention. 
Like numerals of reference designate cor 

responding parts in all the ?gures of the 
drawings. 

1 designates a pair of upper brackets, pref 
erably consisting of castings and extending 
horizontally from a wall‘ or other support, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1 of the drawings, when 
the device is in use. The inner ends of the 
upper brackets 1 are provided with upwardly 
extending perforated ears 2 for the reception 
of screws or other suitable fastening devices 
for securing the upper portion of the hat and 
coat rack to thesaid support. The upper 
brackets, which may be ornamented in any 
desired manner, are provided at their outer 
portions 3, which are upwardly offset from 
the inner portion 4:, with horizontal sockets 
5, consisting of recesses formed in the inner 
faces of the upper bracket and receiving the 
ends of a hat-shelf 6. The upwardly-o?‘set 
outer portions of the upper brackets are 
adapted to elevate the hats above the coat 
hooks, hereinafter described, and is espe 
cially advantageous in the arrangement illus 
trated in Figs 7 and 8. The hat-shelf 6, 
which has curved ornamental edges and which 
is adapted to receive a row of hats, is pref 
erably disposed horizontally, as illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings, but it may be 
inclined. The outer portions of the upper 
brackets are also provided with projecting 
upper portions 3“, curved outward and up 
ward and ‘forming guards to prevent hats 
from being accidentally pushed off the ends 
of the shelf. These oppositely-projecting 
portions or guards may, however, be of any 
other desired construction, as will be readily 
understood. 
The inner portions of the upper brackets 

are provided with inwardly-projecting conical 
pivots 7, which [it in corresponding conical 
recesses 8 of lower brackets 9, which are ar~ 
ranged in an upright position, as shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2, when the hat and coat rack is 
in use. Instead of employing conical pivots 
?at-ended pivots may be used, or the pivots 
may be provided with a round ball tip.‘ The 
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upper brackets are arranged on the exterior’ 
of the lower brackets, and the pivotal con 
nection between the brackets permits the up 
per brackets and the hat-shelf to fold down 
ward against the lower brackets, as illus 
trated in Fig. 3 of the drawings, to arrange 
the parts compactly for shipping or storing. 
The inner ends of the upper brackets are pro 
vided with straight edges located in the same 
plane as the rear faces of the ears 2 and adapt 
ed to ?t against a wall or other support. The 
pivots of the upper brackets are retained in 
the bearing-recesses of the lower brackets by 
screws 10 or other suitable fastening devices 
for securing the outer portions of the upper 
brackets to the ends of the hat-shelf. 

The lower brackets are provided with upper 
longitudinal recesses 11 and lower sockets 12. 
and they have depending perforated ears 13, 
which are secured to the wall or other sup 
porting-surface by screws or other suitable 
fastening devices in the same manner as the 
ears of the upper brackets. The longitudinal 
recesses 11 receive the ends of a mirror 14L, 
preferably of oblong shape, as shown in Fig. 
1, and secured to the lower brackets by screws 
15 or other suitable fastening ‘devices, which 
pierce the lower brackets at the longitudinal 
recesses. The lower brackets are also pro 
vided at the outer walls of the longitudinal 
recesses with ?anges 16, projecting over the 
outer faces of the ends of the frame of the 
mirror and effectually preventing the latter 
from becoming accidentally disengaged from 
the recesses of the lower brackets when the 
hat and coat rack is in use.‘ The lower brack 
ets are also provided with projections 16“, ar 
ranged at the upper ends of the longitudinal 
recesses and extending over the upper edge 
of the mirror and adapted to increase the size 
of the upper ends of the lower brackets to 
facilitate the formation of the bearing- re 
cesses for the pivots 7. By constructing the 
lower brackets in this manner they are adapt 
ed to be readily applied to the mirror, and 
when the parts are assembled they present an 
effective appearance. 
The lower sockets 12, which are arranged 

beneath the longitudinal recesses 11, have 
curved front top and bottom walls, as shown, 
to conform to the con?guration of a hook-sup 
porting bar 17, which preferably consists of 
a strip of molding. The molding has a front 
face 19 forming substantially a compound 
curve from top to bottom, the top of the 
molding being rounded or convexly curved 
and the lower portion of the front face being 
concavely curved to conform to the con?gura 
tion of double hooks 20. The double hooks, 
which are constructed of a single piece of 
metal, consist of an approximately S-shaped 
shank and reversely-arranged bills or pro 
jecting portions. The lower end or bill of the 
11 00k is curved outwardly and upwardly for 
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supporting a coat or other garment, and the 
upper end or bill of the hook is curved down 
wardly and forwardly and is adapted to em 
brace the rounded top portion of the molding. 
The hook-supporting bar or molding 17 is 
provided at its rear face with a longitudinal 
groove 21 to receive the forwardly-project 
ing portion of the bill or upper end of the 
hook, the distance between the upper end or 
bill of the hook and the adjacent portion of 
the shank being less than the thickness of the 
molding above the groove, whereby the up 
per hook, which embraces and conforms to 
the con?guration of the upper portion of the 
molding, is retained thereon and is prevented 
from becoming accidentally disengaged there 
from. The lower portion of the back of the 
molding below the groove 21 has a ?at face, 
and the upper portion of the back above the 
groove is arranged in advance of the ?at rear 
face 19“, as clearly illustrated in Figs. 2 and 
4 of the drawings, to provide a space for the 
upper bills or engaging portions of the hooks. 
By this construction the hooks are securely 
interlocked with the supporting-bar, which is 
provided with one ormore recesses 22, which 
intersect the groove to permit the hooks to be 
removed. The lower portions of the hooks 
are adapted to receive coats, and the upper 
portions or shanks are coiled, as shown, to 
provide the bar-engaging portion. The up 
per engaging portion 23 may be curved, as 
shown in Fig. 11, or an angularly-bent en 
gaging portion 24L may be employed, as illus 
trated in Fig. 12. “Then the angularly-bent 
portion 24 is employed, the hook-supporting 
bar will be provided with a ?at face 25 and a 
straight groove 26, arranged at right angles 
to the face 25, as shown in Fig. 10. The 
hooks, which may be of any desired number, 
are adapted to receive and support coats out 
of the way of the mirror, so that the latter 
will not be hidden from view. 
are arranged away from the hat-shelf, so that 
there is no liability of accidentally knocking; 
‘down a hat or hats when removing acoat from 1 
the lower portion of the device which consti 
tutes a coat-rack. - 

In Fig. 7 of the drawings is illustrated a » 
modi?cation of the invention in which the; 
mirror is omitted, end brackets 27 being em 
ployed. The end brackets 27 are constructed 
substantially the same as the upper brackets 
heretofore described, with the exception that - 
the pivots are omitted and sockets 28 are pro 
vided at the inner ends of the brackets for a 
hook-supporting bar 29. A shelf 30 for hats 
is secured in horizontal recesses 31, as before 
described. 

In Fig. 13 of the drawings is illustrated‘ 
another form of the invention in which only 
the hook - supporting bar, the hooks, and 
brackets for supporting the bar are employed. 
The hook-supporting bar 32 is constructed 

Also the hooks - 



as before described, and the brackets 33 are 
provided with sockets and have upwardly and 
downwardly extending ears 34 for" the recep 
tion of screws and other suitable fastening 
devices for securing the brackets to the wall 
or other support. The hooks 35 are con 
structed as before described and may be of 
any desired number. 
Having thus fully described myinvention, 

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent, is~ 

1. A device of the class describedcompris 
ing end brackets provided with horizontal re 
cesses and having sockets, a hat-shelf ?ttedin 
the recesses and secured to the brackets, a 
supporting-bar secured in the said sockets, 
and hooks carried by the supporting-bar, 
substantially as described. 

2. In combination with the coat-rack, the 
brackets hingedly mounted at the top thereof 
at each side of the same and adapted to fold 
down upon the coat-rack, said brackets being 
held in their normal position by being se 
cured to a wall or other support, and a hat 
shelf connecting the brackets and arranged 
horizontally when the brackets are in their 
normal position, substantially as described. 

3. In a device of the class described, the 
combination of a hook-supporting bar con 
sisting of a piece of molding having its front 
face concavely curved at the lower portion, 
and convexly curved at the upper portion to 
form substantially a compound curve, the 
back or rear face of the molding being pro 
vided with a longitudinal groove and having 
a flat face below the same, and the upper por 
tion of the back of the molding being located 
in advance of the said ?at face and having a 
recess intersecting the groove, and a double 
hook consisting of an approximately S-shaped 
shank fitted against and conforming to the 
con?guration of the front face of the molding 
and having its lower end extended forwardly 
and upwardly to receive a garment, the upper 
end of the shank being formed into a hook 
and embracing the upper portion of the mold 
ing, the bill of the hook being extended into 
the groove of the molding, and the space be 
tween the bill and the adjacent portion of the 
shank being less than the thickness of the 
molding'above the groove, whereby the double 
hook is retained thereon, the said recess per 
mitting the removal of the double hook, sub 
stantially as described. 

4. A hat and coat rack comprising upper 
horizontal brackets, lower vertical brackets 
pivoted to the upper brackets, whereby the 
brackets are adapted to fold together, a hat 
shelf connecting the upper brackets, and a 
hook-supporting bar connecting the lower 
brackets, the said lower brackets being also 
adapted to receive a mirror, substantially as 
described. 

5. A hat and coat rack comprising lower 

upright brackets, ahook-supporting'bar con— 
necting the lower brackets at the bottom 
thereof, a mirror mounted between the lower 
brackets and located above the hook~support 
ing bar, upper brackets, and a shelf support 
ed by the upper brackets, substantially as, de 
scribed. 

6. A hat and coat rack comprising end 
brackets, a hat-shelf supported by the brack~ 
ets and arranged at the top of the same, a 
lower hook-supporting bar, and a mirror 
located between the brackets and arranged 
above the hook-supporting bar, said bar and 
mirror being supported by the brackets, sub~ 
stantially as described. 

7 . A hat and coat rack comprising upper 
and lower brackets, one set of brackets being 
provided with pivots and the other with re 
cesses receiving the pivots, a shelf connecting 
the upper brackets and retaining the brackets 
in engagement with each other, a mirror lo 
cated between the lower brackets, and a hook 
supporting bar carried by the latter, substan 
tially as described. 

8. A hat and coat rack comprising a mirror, 
a hat-shelf located above the mirror, a hook 
supporting bar located below the mirror, and 
brackets located at the ends of the rack and 
connected with and supporting the shelf, the 
mirror and the bar, substantially as described. 

9. A hat and coat rack comprising ‘lower 
brackets provided with recesses and having 
flanges at the outer sides thereof, said lower 
brackets being also provided below the re~ 
cesses with sockets, a mirror ?tted in the re 
cesses and engaged by the ?anges, and a hook 
supporting bar secured in the sockets of the 
brackets and located below the mirror, sub 
stantially as described. 

10. A hat and coat rack, comprising a mir 
ror, a hook-supporting bar located beneath the 
mirror, a hat-shelf located above the mirror, 
brackets located at the ends of the rack and 
connected with and supporting the mirror the 
bar and the shelf, and hooks slidable on the 
bar, substantially as described. 

11. A hat and coat rack comprising folding 
brackets having projecting portions and de 
signed to be secured to a wall, a hat-shelf 
mounted on the projecting portions and offset 
from the wall, and a hook-supporting bar lo 
cated beneath and in rear of the shelf, sub 
stantially as described. 

12. A hat and coat rack comprising brack~ 
ets hinged together and provided with means 
for attaching them to a support, a hat-shelf 
carried by one set of brackets, and a hook 
supporting bar mounted on the other set of 
brackets, substantially as described. 

13. In a device of the class described, the 
combination of opposite brackets provided 
with sockets and having vertical recesses lo 
cated above the sockets, a bar ?tted in the 
sockets and provided with a plurality of hooks, 
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and a mirror located above the bar and ar 
ranged in the said recesses, substantially as 
described. 

14:. In a device of the class described, the 
combination of brackets provided with upper 
and lower sockets, the upper sockets being 
outwardly offset from the plane of the lower 
sockets, a hat-shelf ?tted in the upper sockets, 
and a bar ?tted in the lower sockets and pro 
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vided with a plurality of hooks, substantially 
as described. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my own I have hereto a?iXed my signature in 
the presence of two witnesses. _ 

JULIUS SGHIPKOVVSKY. 
‘Vitnesses: 

A. P. \VILDE, 
CHARLES FRANKIE. 


